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Photographer and mom tips from the trenches



TODDLERS!
How to set expectations and implement 

simple strategies for a fun and successful 

family photography session EVEN with a 

TODDLER.

Why this guide works:
We are moms with toddlers! Fickle, beautiful, 

crazy toddlers. Becca and her daughter Macey 

participate in a lot of photo sessions with her 

blog work. Chelsea knows toddlers both in 

front and behind the camera. She is a family 

photographer working with kids of all ages, 

and a former nanny. 
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EXPECTATIONS

Let them go!

1.

By now this should be second nature to you 

because...you have a toddler, but this is me 

reminding you that the best family photos 

come from authentic moments, not perfect 

ones. So breath and trust your photographer to 

catch the meaningful snippets of your 

interactions with your kids, even if if feels like 

they’re being impossible.

- Becca



Things down
SLOW

2.

I know this is hard, but anything you can do to 

calmly go into your photo session without 

rushing is going to help. During your session 

take it slowly. If you need to take a moment 

with your child to connect and talk, do it! These 

moments lead to a happy kid and beautiful 

photos. - Chelsea



HANGRY

Avoid at all costs

3.

Feed them right before your session. No matter 

what time your session is, make sure you start 

your toddler with a full stomach. Whether 

that’s a full meal before you take off or snacks 

in the car, this is key. Your session will feel 

longer than you anticipate because you will be 

the center of attention. It will feel even longer 

for your toddler. If you opt for snacks in the car, 

wait to change them into their photo shoot 

outfit until you arrive at your location.

-Becca



There's no place like home 
...or not

ENVIRONMENT 4.

- Chelsea

No toddler is the same and the setting for your 

session might help them out. If your child is 

reserved, home might be the best place. If they 

are easily overstimulated, a calm outdoor 

location could be great. Outgoing, but a 

runner? A studio could be the perfect fit!



TRUST

In your family & photographer

5.

You love your family. They love you. If you trust 

that your natural interactions are beautiful and 

that your photographer can guide you and 

capture that, you are in good hands! Less 

saying "cheese" and more going with the tiny 

dictator, I mean, flow. 

-Chelsea



FOLLOW

Your toddler's lead

6.

When shooting with Chelsea at the Pickering 

Barn we let Macey explore her surroundings 

first. She picked the flowers, chased the geese, 

and stomped the crunchy grass prior to the 

photo shoot. This allowed her to better focus 

on interacting with us. Showing up a few 

minutes early can help allow time for this.

-Becca



Engage for the win
ACTIVITY

7.

Simple activities can take the pressure off of 

everyone and engage your toddler in a natural 

way.  It is helpful if the activity brings you close 

in proximity and would photograph well: visit 

an ice cream shop, bake cookies, decorate for a 

holiday, make a leaf pile or sandcastle, dance!

- Chelsea



QUESTIONS?
If you have any questions or would like to 

work with us, please reach out! 

 
 

THANK YOU!

Becca - Driving Miss Macey

@drivingmissmacey

drivingmissmacey@gmail.com
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